
CATHY FREEMAN

PROBLEM TO SOLVE

1. You have been selected to represent an athlete likely to be rewarded as the best athlete of
the world.
2. You may write a text or make a speech

SKILLS (Reading/ Listening/Speaking/Writing)

READING FOR 
INFORMATION AND 
ARGUMENT

OVERALL READING 
COMPREHENSION

IDENTIFYING CUES 
AND INFERRING 
(Spoken & Written)

B2

« Can understand articles 
and reports concerned with 
contemporary problems in 
which the writers adopt 
particular stances or 
viewpoints. »

« Can read with a large 
degree of independence, 
adapting style and speed of 
reading to different texts 
and purposes, and using 
appropriate reference 
sources selectively. Has a 
broad active reading 
vocabulary, but may 
experience some difficulty 
with low frequency 
idioms. »

« Can use a variety of 
strategies to achieve 
comprehension, including 
listening for main points; 
checking comprehension by 
using contextual clues. » 

WATCHING TV AND 
FILM

OVERALL LISTENING 
COMPREHENSION

IDENTIFYING CUES 
AND INFERRING 
(Spoken & Written)

B2

« Can understand most TV 
news and current affairs 
programmes. Can 
understand documentaries, 
live interviews, talk shows, 
plays and the majority of 
films in standard dialect. »

« Can understand standard 
spoken language, live or 
broadcast, on both familiar 
and unfamiliar topics 
normally encountered in 
personal, social, academic 
or vocational life. Only 
extreme background noise, 
inadequate discourse 
structure and/or idiomatic 
usage influences the ability 
to understand. »

« Can use a variety of 
strategies to achieve 
comprehension, including 
listening for main points; 
checking comprehension by 
using contextual clues. » 



SUSTAINED 
MONOLOGUE: Putting a
case (e.g. in a debate)

PUBLIC 
ANNOUNCEMENTS

OVERALL ORAL 
PRODUCTION

B2

 « Can develop a clear 
argument, expanding and 
supporting his/her points of 
view at some length with 
subsidiary points and 
relevant examples. Can 
construct a chain of 
reasoned argument: Can 
explain a viewpoint on a 
topical issue giving the 
advantages and 
disadvantages of various 
options. »

« Can deliver 
announcements on most 
general topics with a degree
of clarity, fluency and 
spontaneity which causes 
no strain or inconvenience 
to the listener. »

« Can give clear, 
systematically developed 
descriptions and 
presentations, with 
appropriate highlighting of 
significant points, and 
relevant supporting detail. »

COHERENCE AND 
COHESION

REPORTS AND ESSAYS OVERALL WRITTEN 
PRODUCTION

B2

« Can use a variety of 
linking words efficiently to 
mark clearly the 
relationships between 
ideas. » 

« Can write an essay or 
report which develops an 
argument systematically 
with appropriate 
highlighting of significant 
points and relevant 
supporting detail. » 

« Can write clear, detailed 
texts on a variety of subjects
related to his/her field of 
interest, synthesising and 
evaluating information and 
arguments from a number of
sources. »

from  CEFRL, Council of Europe 2011, http://www.coe.int/t/dg4/linguistic/Source/Framework_EN.pdf

MATERIAL

* The article :http://myhero.com/hero.asp?hero=Cathy_Freeman
*  Pictures :http://resources1.news.com.au/images/2009/01/08/va1237349281307/Cathy-Freeman-
6432545.jpg ,  http://resources2.news.com.au/images/2010/09/10/1225917/708446-cathy-
freeman.jpg 
*  Videos  (5-6-7-8) :  https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=3bdm4NBYxII&list=PLk1OZ_VfCdxkvWkzFJWAI6tFV8lbSIL8W
 * Videoprojector

STEPS

1. Looking at pictures
(« Can  use  a  variety  of  strategies  to  achieve  comprehension,  including  listening  for  main  points;  checking
comprehension by using contextual clues. » )

The students have to look at two pictures, take notes and make suppositions concerning the person
 
This step will develop their capacity to make assumptions 

 
In the recap, write the structures of supposition in a leveled chart as in the example below.
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B2

B1+ X might/ could be// X might/ could + BV...

B1 X may/ can be// X may/ can + BV...

A2 I think/ I suppose/ I believe/ I imagine...

A1 Maybe/Perhaps/ It's possible...

2. Imagining information to look for
(« Can  use  a  variety  of  strategies  to  achieve  comprehension,  including  listening  for  main  points;  checking
comprehension by using contextual clues. ») 

The students are by team and they imagine the information they will find in an article about Cathy
Freeman.

This step will enable them to have ideas about what looking for in the text

 
To help them, give them the following chart ; they have to complete the « clues » column



After that make a recap to be sure they have well classified the type of information :

3. Reading the text (at home)
(« Can  use  a  variety  of  strategies  to  achieve  comprehension,  including  listening  for  main  points;  checking
comprehension by using contextual clues. » )

They have to read the text (http://myhero.com/hero.asp?hero=Cathy_Freeman)  at home by picking
up the elements they have anticipated.

This step will enable to find answers to information they have imagined before reading.

 
This step will enable you to assess other criteria as planning...

4. Transforming the text
(« Can give clear, systematically developed descriptions and presentations, with appropriate highlighting of significant
points, and relevant supporting detail. » )

Each team discuss about the elements they have found to complete the « contents » column

This step will enable to make them share information and summarize them

 
After the recap, make them find the information missing 

For the next step, you give them access to the playlist and they have to choose one video to watch
and be able to explain.

http://myhero.com/hero.asp?hero=Cathy_Freeman


4. Watching videos (at home)
(  «     Can understand most TV news and current affairs programmes. Can understand documentaries, live interviews, talk
shows, plays and the majority of films in standard dialect.     »   )

The students have to watch their video, take notes for the next lesson

This step will develop their capacity of autonomy

 5. Preparing their project

The students have to put in common the information they have to prepare a small text and a speech
(in a team : one part will write the text, one part will prepare the speech)

This step will develop their capacity to select and summarize information in view of a production
(written or oral)

 
Help them individually and give them two production grids to fill in to be sure they have

selected the right information, the structures they need

Here an example of ideas they have to use to structure their production.
For the speech, you can give them extra tips focused on pronunciation.

 6. Presenting their project

The students have to present their production

You can decide to make them do it by group and not in front of the class. You can give them an
indivual feedback 



 
Tips for written feedback : you can use a code for their written text to help them to improve

their writing skills :

B2                            (complex structure) B1 ________________  (mistakes  but
understandable)

B1                             (interesting structure) A2        
                   (mistakes  but
understandable if a second reading)

A2 ______________ (basic ideas) A1
                           (not understandable)

To go further, you can ask them to do the same process for an athlete they will personally
choose


